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1 . Krifka on Aspectual Composition 
Krifka ( 1 986, 1989, 1992) has proposed an explicit model-theoretic account of the 
influence of the reference types of NPs (mass nouns, count nouns, plurals, etc.) on 
the temporal constitution of verbal predicates (activities, accompli shments and 
achievements) . This influence is illustrated by the fact that, while the sentences in 
(2) are perfectly natural , the sentences in ( 1 )  are not acceptable,  unless they are 
understood iteratively: 
( 1 )  a .  ?? John found a flea for an hour 
b .  ?? John wrote a letter for an hour 
(2) a .  John found fleas for an  hour 
b .  John drank milk for an hour 
c .  John wrote letters for an hour 
Krifka's  account is based on the following assumptions. The domain of entities 
contains both objects and events. An entity may be joined with another entity to 
form a new plural entity (the model structure of individual objects and events is a 
lattice, as i n  Link ( 1983» . Once the domain of entities is structured in this way, we 
can define the notions quantized predicate and cumulative predicate as follows: 
V'P I QUA(P) - V'xV'y [(p( x) A P(y» -+ � yCxJ J 
I a predicate P has quantized reference iff no P-entity can be a proper subpart 
of a P-entityJ 
V'P I CUM(P)  - V'xV'y I ( P(x ) A P(y » -+ p( xUy) ] ] 
l a  predi cate P has cum ulat ive reference i ff for every P-entity x and y. the 
sum of x and y i s  sti l l  a P-enti ty ] 
Krifka ' s  claim i s  that the di stri bution of for-adverbs fol lows from Assumption I :  
A I .  The domain of appl i cation of for-adverbs i s  restri cted to non-quant i zed 
event predicates. 
In order to deri ve facts ( 1 } - ( 2 )  from th is  assumpt ion ,  one needs to prov ide a 
com pos i ti ona l  semantics by which "find a flea" and "wri te a le tter," un l ike "find 
fl eas," drink  mi lk" and "wri te  l etters," turn out to be quantized. To see how thi s  
task i s  accompl i shed b y  Krifka,  l e t ' s  consider some o f  t h e  t ranslat ion s  gi ven i n  
Krifka ( 1 992 )  for different N P  types and different predicate types: 
write I subj , ag I I  obj . pat( = l.el write ' ( e ) !  
find I subj ,  ag l l obj ,  pat ] = l.e l fi nd ' ( e ) 1  
dri nk I subj .  ag l l obj ,  pat ( = l.eldrink ' ( e » )  
push I subj ,  ag l l obj ,  pat l = Ael push ' ( e» ) 
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a letter [obj ,  pat] =:> APA.e3x[P(e) II Pat(e,x) II letter'(x)] 
a cart [obj ,  pat] =:> J.PAe3x[P(e) II Pat(e,x) II cart'(x)] 
milk [obj , pat] =* J.PAe3x[P(e) II Pat(e,x) II milk' (x)] 
letters [obj , pat] =* J.PAe3x[p(e) II Pat(e,x) II letters ' (x)] 
write a letter =* t..e3x[write' (e) II Pat(e,x) II letter'(x)]  
drink milk =* t..e3x[drink'(e) II Pat(e,x) II milk'(x)) 
write letters =* t..e3x[write'(e) II Pat(e,x) II letters '(x)] 
push a cart =* t..e3x[push' (e) II Pat(e,x) II cart'(x)] 
The different behavior of predicates l ike "write a letter," "drink milk," "write 
letters" and "push a cart" with respect to durational adverbs is  expected once we 
assume that the predicates of the translation language meet the following properties 
(we differ from Krifka in stating mapping to objects only for non-i terative 
predicates): 
QUA(letter' ) 
...,QUA(letters ' )  
...,QUA(milk' ) 
Mapping to Objects for non iterative predicates (appl ied to drink '  and 
write') :  
VeVe 'Vx[(write ' (e) II Pat(e,x) II e 'Ce) -- 3x' (x 'o. II Pat(e ' ,x ' » ) )  
VeVe 'Vx[(drink'(e) II Pat(e,x) II e 'Ce) -- 3x ' fx 'Cx II Pat( e ' , x ' )]] 
I If x i s  the patient of a writing/drinking event e and e '  i s  a proper subpart of 
e, there is a proper subpart of x that is the patient of e ' )  
Uniqueness of Objects (appl ied to drink '  and wri t e ' ) : 
VeVxVx ' « wri te ' ( e )  II Pat( e ,x)  II Pat( e ,x ' »  -- x=x ' ) 
VeVxV x ' « dri n k " ( e )  II Pat( e ,x )  II Pat(e ,x ' »  -+ x""x ' )  
I If x i s  the pat ient of a wri t ing/drinking event e and so i s  x ' ,  x i s  the same as 
x ' )  
A n  immediate consequence of these assumptions i s  this :  
C l .  The predicate wriTe tJ leuer i s  quantized. 
To see why th i s  conseq uence hol ds,  cons ider  the fol lowing reason ing .  I f  wriTe a 
leuer is not quanti zed, there are two events e and e '  that are both in the denotation of 
this predicate and e 'Ce.  S ince e and e '  are in the denotation of wriTe tJ [eUer, there is  
an x that  i s  a l etter ) i .e . ,  i s  i n  the denotat i on of letter' ) and e i s  a w ri t i ng  event  that 
has x as a pat ient and there i s  a y that is a letter and e '  i s  a w ri t ing event that has y as 
a patient .  As the patient role  of wriTe has the property of mapp ing  to obj ects and 
e ' Ce .  there m ust be an x · such that x ' Cx and Pat( e ' ,x ' ) . G i ven that  i t  is not 
possi ble for the same wri t i ng  event to have two d ifferen t  pat ients ( un iqueness of 
objects ) , x ' =y .  Thus,  y is a letter and x is a l etter and yCx .  But th is  contradicts the 
hypothesis that le tter' i s  quant ized. 
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In other words, given that "write" meets both uniqueness of objects and mapping to 
obj ects, if e is  an event of writing a letter, a proper subpart of e must be an event of 
writing part of a letter. As letter' is  quantized, a letter part can't  be a letter. So, no 
proper subpart of an event of writing a letter can be an event of writing a letter. 
Thus, "write a letter" is quantized. More generally, assuming that count nouns are 
quantized, Krifka can prove consequence C2 [by Th. 10, Krifka ( 1992») :  
C2 .  A non-iterative event predicate V whose object role R has the properties of 
mapping to objects and uniqueness of objects yields a quantized predicate 
when combined with an object of the form a(n) N. 
Notice that in this theory, predicates like " write letters" and "push a cart" are not 
predicted to be quantized, which leads us to expect that they should be able to occur 
withfor-adverbs. The reason why "write letters" doesn't tum out to be quantized is 
that the predicate letters ' is not quantized, and thus a proper subpart of an event of 
writing letters may still be an event of writing letters. The reason why "push a cart" 
is not predicted to be quantized is that "push" lacks mapping to objects for non­
iterative predicates (a proper subpart of an event of pushing a cart may sti l l  be an 
event of pushing the whole cart) .  
2 . Some Problems for Krifka 
2 . 1  The Pu:::.le of Twigs, Sequences and Quantities of Milk 
Krifka's  assumption that count nouns are quantized, on which the prev ious theorem 
is based, is problematic with nominal predicates like sequence, twig and quantity of 
milk. Thi s fact was original ly poin ted out by B .  Partee (p .c .  to Kri fka) and b y  
M i ttwoch ( 1 988: fn . 24) . For example , the sequence of numbe rs 1 .2,3 .4.5 i s  a 
proper subpart of t he  sequence  of n u m be r s  1 . 2 . 3 . 4 . 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 , 9 . 1 0 . T h u s  
1 ,2 .3 .4.5,6,7,8.9. 1 0  i s  a sequence that  has a proper subpart w h i c h  i s  a l so a 
sequence . A s im i l ar case can be constru cted for the NPs a twig and a quantity of 
milk: if x i s  a twig ,  x may have a proper subpart wh ich  i s  a l so a tw ig  and i f  x i s  a 
quant i ty  of m i l k .  x may have a proper subpart w hich  i s  al so a quant i ty  of m i l k .  
T h u s ,  t he N Ps a sequence. a twig and a quantity of m ilk should n o t  i n t roduce 
quan t i zed pred i cates in the log ica l  represen ta t ion . Ye t ,  the  predi cates write a 
sequence . find a twig and drink a quantity ol milk are no better than write a letter 
with  for-adverbs: 
( I )  b .  <)0 )  John wrote a let ter for an hour 
(3 ) ')') John w rote a seq uence for ten m i nu tes 
(4) 'Yl John found  a t w i g  for ten m i n utes 
(5) ')') John drank a q uant i ty of m i l k for an hour 
2 . 2  The Material ParI Approach 
I n  h i s  ( 1 989 ) pape r . K ri fka sketches  a sol u t i o n  to th i s puzzle based on Li n k ' s  
( 1 983 ) idea that  i n  t h e  dom a i n  o f  objects  we m u s t  d i st i n gu ish  between t h e  domai n 
of ind iv iduals  and the doma i n  of q uan t i t i es of matter that make up these ind iv iduals .  
Th i s  d i st i nct i on i s  i nde pe nd e n t l y m ot i v ated by the  fo l l ow i ng t y pe of reaso n i ng . 
Brancus i ' s  egg i s  a marbl e s c u l pt ure Branc usi d id  i n  1 924. If t h i s egg and the 
marble  of w h i c h  i t  i s  made are the  same t h i n g , w e  should expect  (6)  to be a 
contradict ion , as it is impossi b le  for the same th ing to be both P and not -Po On the 
3 3 1  
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other hand, if the egg and the marble are distinct entities, the fact that (6) is non­
contradictory is expected. 
(6) Brancusi ' s egg came into existence in 1924, but the marble of which the egg 
is made didn' t  come into existence in 1924. 
The distinction between individual s and quanti ties of matter comes with a 
distinction between two part-of relations: the part-of relation between individuals kI 
and the part relation between quantities of matter kQ. Moreover, individuals and 
quantities of matter are related in Link' s theory by a function h that associates to 
each individual the quantity of matter that makes it up. Having introduced these 
distinctions, we may restate the notion quantized predicate in this way: 
VP [QUA(P) -VxVy [(xEI ,, (P(x) " P(y» -+ � yCJx)] ]  
[a predicate P has quantized reference iff P is  a predicate of individuals and 
no P-object can be a proper individual subpart of a P-objectJ 
We may now claim that the predicate is a sequence is quantized in the sense that, if 
x is a sequence, no yCIx is a sequence ( i .e . ,  no individual subpart of x is itself a 
sequence). However, a sequence may have other sequences as proper subparts in 
the sense that it may happen that x is a sequence, y is a sequence and h(y)CQh(x) 
(i .e. ,  the matter that makes up y i s  part, relative to the part-of relation between 
quantities of matter, of the matter that makes up x). The same solution may also 
apply to the nominal predicates twig and quantity of milk. 
Krifka's  way out allows us to keep the view that is a sequence, is a twig 
and is a quantity of milk are quantized, wh i le  a l lowing for a sense i n  which a 
sequence, a twi g  and a quantity of milk may have proper subparts that are al so 
sequences, twigs and quantit ies of mi lk .  But,  as White ( 1 994) has observed,  this 
solution to the sequence problem leaves a question open.  How do we make j ustice 
to the intuition that events of w rit ing a sequence, finding a twig,  drinking a quantity 
of mi lk  may have proper subparts that are also events of writ ing a sequence . finding 
a twig and drinking a quantity of milk? Suppose John drank a quantity of mi lk. let ' s  
call this event e .  The first half of  the  quantity of  milk he  drank i s  also a quantity of 
mi lk. Let e '  be the part of e in which John drinks  the fi rst half of the quantity of 
milk.  Then, e and e '  stand in the proper subpart relation and they are both events of 
drinking a q uantity of mi lk .  If this is true, however, the predicate "drink  a q uantity 
of mi lk" i s  not quanti zed. Y et,  i t ' s  unacceptable wi th pir-adverbs. 
2 . 3 .  The Hard Line Approach 
A more radical reaction to the puzzle of the twigs is this:  we should si mply give up 
the assumpti on that sequences, twigs and q uanti t ies  of m i l k  may have proper 
subparts ( i ndi vidual or materia l )  that are sequences, twigs and quanti t ies of mi lk .  
As thi s v iew seems to avoid the problem at the cost of giving up a natural intuition, 
i t  must be supported with some argument show i ng that th is  i ntui t ion should be 
abandoned. One such argument was suggested by M. K rifka at this conference. 
Suppose a student is gi ven a test and that this test requires that he w ri te a 
sequence with a certain property P. For example, the test mi ght require the student 
to w ri te a sequence of prime num bers. Now , suppose that the student w ri tes a 
sequence s which lacks P, although a proper subpart of s meets P. For example, he 
wri tes  2,3 ,5,7, 1 0. 1 1 which is not a sequence of pri m e  numbers ,  although it 
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contains the sequence of prime numbers 2;3 ,5,7 as a proper subpart. In this case, 
the instructor will conclude that the student did not pass the test and will give him 
an F. This shows that the proper subparts of a sequence are not themselves 
sequences, otherwise the student could claim that he passed the test because a 
subpart of s meets P. 
Notice that the way out of the sequence puzzle this example suggests is  
different from the one proposed in the material part approach. That approach does 
not dispute that the first four numbers of a sequence of six numbers may also be a 
sequence. It denies instead that the first four numbers are an individual subpart of 
the sequence of six numbers (it claims that they are a material subpart).  This is 
compatible with assuming that the first four numbers are also a sequence. 1  The 
example considered here , on the other hand, calls into question the idea that a 
proper subpart of a sequence (however we understand the notion subpart) can be 
itself a sequence. 
While we agree with the instructor that the student failed the test in the case 
described above, we think, however, that the argument fails to establ ish that the 
proper subparts of a sequence can 't be themselves sequences. Even if the sequence 
the student writes as an answer to the test consists of smaller sequences,  there are 
perfectly good reasons for the instructor to disregard these subsequences in 
evaluating the answer. In order to make sure that the student does not give the right 
answer accidentally, a test of this type presupposes that there is a convention by 
which we can single out the sequence the student means as the answer to the test. A 
reasonable convention in this case is that the sequence meant as an answer is the 
maximal sequence that the student writes. This convention is reasonable,  since it 
assumes that the student will not give irrelevant information in answering the test; 
after all, any convention that singles out the relevant sequence as a subsequence of 
the sequence written by the student would assume that the student wi l l  give 
irrelevant information in answering the test. So, the assumption that the sequence 
the student writes consists of smaller sequences is  consi stent with the behavior of 
the instructor. In other words, a theory that takes seriously the intuition that an 
event of writing a sequence may have proper subparts that are also events of writing 
a sequence can also account for the in tu i t ion that the student fai led the test. We 
conclude that Krifka' s exampl e fai l s  to support the hard l ine  view. 
2 . 4 .  The Pu��le (if Some 
Another problem for Krifka i s  posed by contrast ( 7)-(8) :  
(7) a.  ')') John found some fleas on his dog for an hour 
b .  John found some fleas on h i s  dog i n  an hour 
(8) John found fleas on his dog for an hour 
Intui t ively.  an event of finding some fleas may have proper subparts that are events 
of finding some fleas. Suppose . for example .  that John finds ten fl eas one after the 
other. The event of finding these ten fleas is an event of fi nding some fleas that has 
other events of fi ndi n g  some fl eas as proper subparts .  Yet ,  (7a)  con trasts in 
acceptabi l i ty w i th ( 8 ) .  According to K rifka . NPs l i ke a /lea i n t roduce q uanti zed 
pred icates in the trans lat ion , si nce the predi cate fl ea '  i s  assumed to apply  to 
ind iv idual s that cons ist of j ust one fl ea.  However, i t ' s  i mplausi ble to assume that 
.Iome fleas fixes the card inal i ty  of the pl ural individual s that occur in  the denotation 
of fleas . So. how does Krifka account for contrast ( 7 )-(8 )?  
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3 .  Looking for a Solution 
3 . 1  First Try: a Scope Account 
In view of these problems, it seems that the claim that NPs of the fonn "an N" or 
"some N" always introduce quantized predicates in the logical representation should 
be given up. But then, why are ( lb), (3) and (7a) awkward? One possible reason is  
that Jor-adverbs are forced to take narrow scope with respect to the quantifier  
binding the  object variable. In  this case, the event predicates to  which the Jor­
adverb applies in ( lb), (3) and (7a) are predicates of fonns (i )-Oi): 
( I ) b . ?? John wrote a letter for an hour 
(3) ?? John wrote a sequence for ten minutes 
(7) a . ?? John found some fleas on his dog for an hour 
(i) Ae [write '(e) 1\ Pat(e, x)] 
(ii) Ae [find' (e) 1\ Pat(e, x)] 
While an event of writing a sequence, unlike an event of writing a letter, may have 
an event of writing a sequence as a proper subpart, no proper subpart of an event of 
writing a particular object x, be it  a sequence or a letter, can be an event of wri t ing 
x. Assuming that the definition of quantized predicate requires to keep the 
assignment fixed and that Jor-adverbs require the predicates they combine wi th to 
be non-quantized in this sense, this leads us to expect that ( l b), (3) and (7a) should 
be anomalous. The required definition of quantized predicate may be stated i n  this 
way: 
(Q) QUA( P) i ff  for every model M, assignmen t g, and i n di v idual a, b, i f  
HPDM ,g(a)= 1 and HPDM ,g (b)= l , then a i s  not a proper subpart o f  b .  
In  (2c), o n  the other hand, theJor-adverb applies t o  a predicate o f  fonn ( i i i ) , where 
the patient of the event is a kind, as proposed in Carlson ( I  Cf77): 
(2 )  c .  John wrote l etters for an  hour 
( i i i )  Ae[ write ' ( e) 1\ Pat( lettersK, e) [ 
We predict that (2c )  should be acceptable once we assume that the lex ical en try of 
write incl udes principle  PI below . This assumption al so l eads us to expect con t rast  
(9) ,  as the object NP in  (9a), un l ike the object NPs in (9b-c) ,  lacks a kind read ing :  
P I . QUA (I. .. e[ w ri ter e )  1\ Pat( T, e )  D, i f  the tenn T denotes an object ,  but not i f  T 
denotes a k ind .  
( 9) a .  * John drank the whole bottle of beer for ten minutes 
b .  John drank the beer that B i l l  recommended for hours ( before 
admitti ng that he hated i t ) .  
c .  Bi l l  sold thi s  *( type of) vase for years ( Verkuyl .  1 993 )  
3 . 2  Prohlems with the First Try 
Rather than elaborati ng the first try further, we i mmediately point out some serious 
problems for i t . On the one hand, th i s  try rai ses the q uestion : w hy should for­
adverbs always take narrow scope with respect to  q uantifiers? Whi l e  thi s  q uest ion 
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doesn' t  show that the first try is wrong, it certainly calls for an answer. The main 
problem with this try,  however, is that quantifiers do occur in the scope of jor­
adverbs. Consider sentence ( 10a): 
( 1 0) a. John wrote no letters for a year 
If no letters in ( l Oa) must take wide scope with respect to the jar-adverb, ( l Oa) 
should only have the following anomalous reading: no letters are such that John 
wrote them for a year. In fact, ( lOa) i s  acceptable and means that at no time during a 
year period John wrote letters. 
The sentences in ( 1 1 ) provide evidence that indefinites must also be allowed 
in the scope of jar-adverbs: 
( 1 1 ) a .  John pushed a cart every day for a year 
b .  John found a flea on his dog every day for a year 
Sentence ( 1 1 a) allows for a reading according to which for every day, there is a cart 
John pushed that day (possibly,  a different cart each day) and this dai ly pushing  
went on for a year. However, if indefinite NPs must take wide scope with respect 
to jar-adverbs, we should only expect a reading that says that John pushed the 
same cart every day for a year. 
3 . 3 .  Second Try: a DRT Account 
Facts ( 1 0)-( 1 1 )  show that quantifiers and indefinite NPs are allowed in the scope of 
jor-adverbs. But, if the predicate write a sequence can be translated as in (i ' ) , we 
are back to the sequence problem. 
(i ' ) write a sequence = Ae3x l write ' (e) A Pat(e,  x) A sequence ' ( x l l  
I f  the exi stential quantifier  in troduced by the indefi nite a sequence i s  outside the 
scope of the jor-adverb ,  then the predicate to which the jor-adverb appl ies  i s  ( i )  and 
( i)  can be plausibly assumed to be q uant ized once we requ i re that the variab le  
assignment be  kept fixed in  checking for quanti zation. 
( i )  wri te a sequence = Ae I wri te ' ( e )  A Pat( e,  x ) 1  
However, the presence o f  the ex istenti al quanti fier in  transl ation ( i ' )  prevents  u s  
preci sely from keeping the sequence fi xed in checking whether write a .\equence i s  
quantized. Even i f  w e  assume the definition o f  quantized predicate in  (Q),  the resu l t  
o f  a l lowing  translation 0 ' )  i s  that write a sequence is not quantized. I ndeed, if (' i s  
a n  event of w ri t ing 1 ,2,3 ,4.5 and e' i s  t h e  subpart o f  e in  which the sequence 1 ,2 .3 
i s  w ri t ten , then IT Ae3 x l w ri te ' ( e )  A Pat( e ,  x )  A sequence ' ( x j I D M ,g ( e l= 1 and 
IT Ae3 x l w ri te ' ( e )  A Pat( e ,  x )  A sequence ' ( x ) I] M , g ( e ' )  = 1 ,  and e '  i s  a proper  
subpart of e .  
A way o u t  of this d i l emma is  possible if we shi ft t o  a DRT-account o f  t h e  
semantics of  indefin i te NPs.  According to the  anal ysis of  NPs of  the  form "an N" 
and "some N"  proposed in  Heim ( 1 982) and Kamp ( 1 98 1 ) ,  these NPs  do not han' 
inherent existential force ,  they introduce free variables in the translation language 
and these variables get bound via closure rules.  This  approach to the semantics of 
indefin i tes natural ly predicts the fact that (3 )-(5) are odd, whi l e  a l lowing for the  
relat ive scope of NPs and/or-adverbs to be free.  We can i l l ustrate how this works 
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by assuming the translation rules below, which reflect the view that "an N" and 
"some N" are not inherently quantificational (we are departing from Krifka in 
assuming that verbs denote relations between events and individuals). It should be 
emphasized that, while these rules allow us to describe this approach by staying 
close to Krifk:a' s  notation, the same story can be told in  c o m p o s i t i ona l  
implementations of DRT, like, for example, those proposed in Asher ( 1 993) and 
Muskens ( 1996).2 
Tan· 
Tsomepl . 
[NP a(n) [N' a]) =:> 
[NP somepl [N' a]] . =:> 
APAe[p(z)(e) A a '(z)] 
APAe [P(Z)(e) A a ' (Z)] 
Example: 
sequenceN =:> 
[NP a sequence] 
Ax[sequence' (x)] 
=:> A.PAe [P(z)(e) A sequence '(z)] 
TVP[tr. j· 
Example: 
writev 
findv 
drinkv 
[vP [v a] [NP �]] AyW(Ax[a ' (x)(y) J ) ]  
AxAyAe[write'(e) A Ag(e,y) A Pat(e ,x)] 
AxAYAe[find'(e) A Ag(e,y) A Pat(e ,x)] 
AxAyAe[drink'(e) A Ag(e,y) A Pat(e ,x)] 
[vP write a sequence] =:> AyAe [write ' (e) A Ag(e,y) A Pat(e ,z) A 
sequence'(z)] by TVP[tr.] 
Derivation: 
by Tan 
[ vP write a sequence] =:> Ay[A.PAe [P(z)(e) A sequence '(z) 1  (Ax[AxAyAe 
[write ' (e) " Ag(e ,y)  A Pat(e,x) ](x)(y) J ) ]  by TVP[ tr. ] 
=:> Ay[A.PAe[ P(z)(e) " sequence ' (z) ](AxAe[ write ' (e) " Ag(e,y) A Pat(e,x) J ) ]  
by A- conv. 
= Ay/Ae[AxAel write ' (e)  A Ag(e,y) A Pat(e,x)](z)(e) " sequence ' (z) l I  by 
A- conv. 
= AYAel write ' (e)  A Ag(e,y) A Pat(e,z) A sequence '(z) 1 by A- conv .  
The sentence John write a .I'equence i s  thus translated in  this way: 
I s John wri te a sequence I =:> Ae/ write ' ( e )  " Ag(e,John ' )  " Pat(e ,z )  A 
sequence ' (z)  I 
Let 's  assume that phrases l ike an hour denote properties of interval s and 1: denotes a 
function that assigns to each event e the interval e takes up. The translation rule for 
(S-level )for-adverbs may now be stated as follows: 
for a =:> APAe/P(e)  A a '(1:(e » I / 'QUA( P) 
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The well-fonnedness condition after / indicates that the function denoted by thefor­
adverb applies only to non-quantized event predicates. The result of combining the 
for-adverb with the translation of John write a sequence is now this: 
[S John write a sequence for an hour] => Ae[write '(e) 1\ Ag(e,John ' )  1\ 
Pat(e,z) 1\ sequence '(z) 1\ I-hour (�e» ] 
Finally, as a consequence of applying existential closure, we get the following 
translation: 
John write a sequence for an hour => 3z,e[write ' (e) 1\ Ag(e,John ' ) 1\ 
Pat(e,z) 1\ sequence '(z) 1\ I -hour (�e» ] 
The penultimate step in this derivation is the illegitimate one. Given the definition of 
quantized predicate in (Q), the event predicate to which the for-adverb applies in 
this step is quantized, thus the for-adverb should not be able to combine with it. 
On the other hand, the following translation rules for the bare plural NP 
letters and the mass NP milk together with lexical principle PI predict that no such 
problem should arise in the derivation of John wrote letters for an hour and John 
drank milk for an hour: 
[Np milk] 
[NP letters] 
APA.e[P(e)(milkk)] 
APA.e[P( e )(lettersk)] 
Notice, by the way, that this  analysis of the sequence problem also al lows us to 
characterize a sense in  which write a sequence is  not a quantized predicate. The 
relevant notion of quantization in this case can be defined as in (KQ): 
(KQ) K-QUA( P) iff for every model M, assignment g, g' and individual a,b, if 
HPDM ,g(a)= 1 and HPDM ,g ' (b)= I , then a is not a proper subpart of b. 
According to this definition , the predicate is an event of John 's writinR a sequence 
is not K-quanti zed, since an event of writing a sequence may have an event of 
writing another sequence as a proper subpart. This is i rrelevant for the purpose of 
combining this predicate wi th for-adverbs, as these adverbs are sensit ive to whether 
the predicate is quantized and not to whether the predicate is K-quantized. 
3 . 4 .  The Case of No 
In d isc ussi ng the fi rst try ,  we saw that the quantifier no can occur in the scope of 
for-adverbs and has the effect of l icensing the occurrence of for- adverbs wi th 
accomplishment/achievement predicates: 
( 1 0) a. John wrote no letters for a year 
Krifka ( 1 989) does not provide an account of no, but hi s anal ysis of negation can 
be adapted to this quantifier to provide an account of ( l Oa) .  Krifka defines the 
notions maximal event and maximal event at a time t in thi s way: 
'v'e'v'tl MXT(e,t) - e = FU(Aelt(e) � t I ) l  
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[a maximal event at a time t is the fusion of all events that occur at 
subintervals of t] 
VeVt[MXE(e) ++ 3t[e = FU(Ae[T(e) k t] ) ] ]  
[a  maximal event i s  the fusion of all events that occur at  subintervals of 
some interval] 
Negation is then translated as follows: 
do not => APA.e[MXE(e) 1\ � 3e ' [P(e ' )  1\ e 'ke]] 
John did not arrive ( ignoring tense) => Ae[MXE(e) 1\ � 3 e ' [arrive ' ( e ' )1\ 
Ag(e '  j)  1\ e 'ke]] 
[an event of John 's  not arriving is an e such that, for some time t, e is  the 
fusion of all events that occur at subintervals of t and e does not contain an 
event of John's arriving as a part] 
A consequence of this way of translating negation is that negated event predicates 
are not quantized and thus for-adverbs are correctly licensed with them: 
( 1 0) b . ?? John arrived for three hours 
c. John did not arrive for three hours 
Intuitively, the reason why this consequence holds is that, if e is  the fusion of all 
events temporally included in some interval and e does not contain any event of 
John 's  arriving, any proper subpart of e which is the fusion of all events temporally 
incl uded in a subinterval of the interval at which e occurs wil l  al so fail to include 
events of John ' s  arriving . 
A simi lar analysis may be extended to the quantifier no to insure that write 
no letters is not quantized: 
T no. I NP no I N ' a l l  => APAe[MXE(e )  1\ � 3e '3zI P( z)(e ' )  1\ a ' ( z )  1\ 
e 'ke) ] 
Example: 
I NP no I N ' letters [ [  => AI'AeI MXE(e) 1\ � 3e '3zI P(z)( e ' )  1\ letters ' ( z ) 1\ 
e '� 1 1  by T no 
I vp wri te no letters l => "A.y"A.e I MXE(e) ,, � 3e ' 3zl write ' ( e ' )  " Ag( e ' ,y )  " 
Pat(e ' ,z ) " letters ' ( z )  " e '�I J  
Thi s translation predicts correctly that for-adverbs should be  acceptable w i th the 
predicate write no letters, since , when the q uantified NP no letter.1 is in  the scope 
of the fir-adverb. the predicate to which the adverb appl ies is  not quantized. 
3 . 5 .  The Prohlem of Most 
The DRT account suggested here for the sequence problem has nothing to say about 
why a quantifier  l i ke most yields a q uanti zed predicate when it combines w i th 
accompl ishment/achievement verbs: 
( 1 2 )  a . ?? John found most of  the fleas for an  hour 
b .  John found most of the fleas in an hour:l 
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As NPs like most fleas are inherently quantificational in DRT, they do not introduce 
free variables, thus we cannot extend to ( 12) the account suggested for (3)-(5). But 
then, why is ( 1 2a) odd? 
Krifka ( 1989) proposes the following analysis of most: 
the function max maps a relation between numbers and entities to the 
highest number for which the relation holds 
most fleas[obj ,  pat] => APAe[MXE(e) A maX(AnAx3e ' [P(e ' )  A flea'(x,n) A 
Pat(x,e' )  A e'�] )  >1 12 max(AnAx[flea'(x,n)] )] 
find most fleas => Ae[MXE(e) A max(AnAx3e ' [find ' (e ' )  A flea ' (x,n) A 
Pat(x,e' )  A e '�]) >112 max(AnA.x[flea'(x,n)])] 
According to this translation, an event e i s  an event of finding most fleas iff e meets 
these conditions: 
(i) e is the fusion of all events included in some interval ; 
(ii) the number of found fleas in e is  greater than a half of the number of fleas. 
The problem with this analysis is that it fails to predict that the find most fleas is 
quantized. Suppose that there are only ten fleas and that during the interval i John 
found nine fleas, while during the interval i ' Ci he found seven fleas. Now, 
consider the fusion e of all events temporally included in i and the fusion e' of all 
events temporal ly incl uded in i ' .  Presumably, e ' Ce.  But in both e and e' the 
number of found fleas is greater than a half of the number of fleas. Thus. both e 
and e '  are i n  the denotation of find most fleas. Thus. Krifka's  interpretation of most 
does not guarantee that find most fleas is quantized. Yet,  ( l 2a) i s  anoma lous  
(barring  iterat ive readings) .  
M. Rooth observed at this conference that the problem raised by most. 
rather than point ing at an inadequacy of Krifka ' s  translation of most. may i ndicate 
i nstead that the assumption that for-adverbs app ly  to non-quantized predicates i s  
i nsuffic ient  to account  for their  d istri but ion . For exampl e .  t h e  problem posed b y  
most for Krifka would di sappear if  we i mposed a stri cter condit ion on t h e  domain 
of appl ication of ftir-adverbs: 
A 2 .  a predicate P can combine wi th ftir-adverbs iff some event i n  the denotation 
of P i s  the sum of two d isjoint events that are also in  the denotat ion of P. 
As no event  of fi nd ing most fl eas can be the sum of two d isjoint events of fi ndi ng 
most fleas. the predi cate find most fleas i s  correct ly predicted to be unacceptable 
wi th  for-adverbs by th i s  condi t ion .  However. notice that. w h i l e  restati ng the 
condition on the domai n of appl i cabi l i ty of for-adverbs may help i n  accounti ng for 
the behavior of certa in NP-types, the condi t ion j ust mentioned. besides fai l i n g  to 
account for predi cates l i ke write some letten ( which seem to meet A2 and yet are 
odd w i th for-adverbs ) .  a lso fai l s  to account for the behavior of proport ional  
q uantifiers other than most . l i ke for example the quantifier less than half I ndeed, 
the predi cate find le.H than half of the fleas seems  to meet A2. a l though ( l 2c ) is 
anomalous: 
( 1 2) c . ?? John found less than half of the fleas for an hour 
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For this reason, we go on assuming that the problem posed by the behavior of 
proportional quantifiers with for-adverbs calls for restating the interpretations of 
these quantifiers rather than the condition on the domain of applicability of Jor­
adverbs. 
We could make sure that find most fleas is  quantized by using Krifka' s  
relation maximal event at a time t (MXT) i n  place of the relation MXE i n  the 
translation of most : 
most fleaslobj ,  pat] ::;. APAeIMXT(e,t) " max(An"-x3e ' IP( e ' )  " flea' (x,n) 
" Pat(x,e ' )  " e 'keD > 112 max(AnA.xlflea' (x,n)])] 
In this  case, find most fleas turns out to be quantized, as no proper subpart of the 
fusion of aU events temporaUy included in t can also be the fusion of aU events 
temporally included in t. The reason why this won ' t  do, however, is  that it predicts 
that activity predicates should also be quantized when they combine with most. 
This prediction is incorrect, as the acceptability of ( 12d) shows: 
( 1 2) d. John ruled most of the committees for ten years 
Notice, by the way, that a problem similar to the one described for most arises also 
for Krifka' s  translation of quantifiers like less than n. His translation for less than 
ten fleas does not insure that predicates l ike find less than ten fleas are quantized, 
while they should be by the Jor-adverb test: 
less than ten fleas[obj ,  pat ] ::;. APAe[ MXE(e )  " max( AnAx3 e ' [ P(e ' ) " 
flea ' (x ,n )  " Pat(x ,e ' ) " e 'ke] ) < I OJ 
( 1 3 )  a .  '!! John found less than ten fleas for a n  hour 
b. John found less than ten fleas in an hour 
3 . 6 .  A Solution to the Prohlem oi Most : Maximal Participants 
A n  account of the  behavior of most w i th act i v i ty predi cates and accompl i shment! 
ach ievement  pred icates  can be obtai ned by s u m m i n g  i n d i v i d u a l s  i n s tead of 
summ i n g  events .  I n tu i t i vel y .  th i s  sol u t ion may be stated in th i s  way :  an event  of 
John ' s  wri t i n g  most of the le i ters i s  a w ri t i n g  event  whose pat ient  i s  ( the pl ura l  
i nd iv i dual w h i c h  i s )  the sum of a l l  the le tters w ri tten by John at a refe rence t ime t 
and the cardinal i ty of thi s pl ura l  ind iv idual must be greater than a half of the number 
of the l etters. To see why t h i s  way of handl i n g  most y i e l d s  the desired res u l t .  l et ' s  
see w hat the tran s la t ions  o f  most and o f  the rel e v a n t  predicates look l i ke i n  t h i s  
account .  Let ' s  defi ne t h e  re l at ion Max i n  t h i s  way:  
V x I Max( P,x ) � � 3y l P( Y )  " xCY l 1  
I an ind iv idual i s  a maximal P i ff i t  is  not a proper subpart of another PI 
Let ' s  assume that .  w h i l e  the pred icate of the translati on lan guage l et ter '  conta ins  
onl y  atomic letters, the  predicate letters '  contains in  i ts  denotation al l  the  objects that 
are ei ther indiv idual letters or plural ind iv iduals  obtained by summing these letters: 
U letter'DM :::: {x E LJ I x is a letter} 
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H l etters ' ] M = {x E UI xE H l et ter ' ) M or x i s  the sum of i ndividuals 
belonging to ffletter' ]M} 
We can now state the translation of most letters in this way: 
most letters = APAe3x[P(x)(e)  A Max(Az3e ' [P(z)(e ' )  A le tters ' (z )  A 
T(e ' )Q], x) A Ixl>1/2}:(Az [letter' (z) ] )j 
The predicate write most letters will be thus translated as follows: 
write most letters = AYAe3x[wri te ' ( e )  A Ag(e,y)  A Pat(e,x) A 
Max( Az3e ' [write ' (e ' )  A Ag(e ' ,y)  A Pat(e ' ,z) A letters ' (z)  A T( e ' )!:;;;t ] ,  x) A 
Ixl> 1/2 }:(Az[ letter' (z)])] 
[an event of writing most of the letters i s  a writing event whose patient is the 
sum of all the letters written at the reference time t and the cardinali ty of this 
plural individual must be greater than a half of the number of the letters . )  
According to this translation, the predicate which results from saturating the subject 
argument of write most letters is quantized. Here ' s  why. Given that the object role  
of write has the property of mapping to objects, a proper subpart e '  of an event e in 
the denotation of write most letters should affect a proper subpart of the sum of all 
letters written at the reference time t .  But this means that e' is  not in the denotation 
of write most letters, since by definition events in this denotation must have the sum 
of all letters written at t as patients. 
On the other hand the translation of activi ty predicates l ike  rule most 
countries will be thi s: 
rule most countries  = AY A e 3 x ( rul e ' ( e ) A A g ( e ,y ) A Pat ( e , x ) A 
MaxO,z3 e ' l ru le ' ( e ' )  A Ag( e ' ,y ) A Pat( e ' ,z ) A countri es ' ( z )  A T( e ' )!:;;;t l , x )  A 
I x l> 1 /2}:( Azl country ' ( z )  I I I 
The predi cate w h i c h  resu l t s  from saturat i n g  the subject  argument  of rule mosl 
countries is not q uant i zed. I ndeed, suppose that e is an  event of rul i ng  most of the 
countries .  Then, e is an event whose pat ient  is the sum of al l the countries  ruled at 
the reference t ime t .  But .  as rule doesn ' t have the property of mappi ng to objects for 
non - i terat i ve  predi cates .  the set of count ri e s  ruled at t may a l so be the set o f  
countries ruled duri n g  a proper subpart e '  o f  e .  Th i s  means that both e a n d  e '  may 
be i n  the denotat ion of rule mOSl cnuntrie.l. I f  this is correct.  this way of stat i ng  the 
semant ics  of m O l! achieves the desi red resul t  that th i s  q uant ifier  y ie lds  quan t i zed 
predicates when com bined wi th  achievement/accompli shment verbs and yie lds non­
quant ized predi cates when combi ned wi th  act iv i ty  verbs. 
4 .  The Maximal Participant Approach :  an A lternative Account? 
In the DRT approach sketched so far, we have accounted for the q uant iz ing  power 
of N Ps of the form " an N" by assu m i n g  that these N Ps are not i nheren t l y  
quantificational and  we have accounted for t he  quant i zi ng power of  NPs of t he  form 
"most N" by appeal i ng  to max i mal part i c ipants. Wh i le  we do not necessari ly  expect 
un i formity here ,  a natural  q uest ion to ask is whether  the maxi mal part ic i pant 
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approach provides an alternative strategy for explaining the behavior of quantizing 
NPs in general. In the remaining part of this paper, we explore this possibility, 
By appealing to maximal participants, we  can account for the fact that 
accomplishment/achievement verbs are quantized when they combine with NPs of 
the form "an N" and " some N" compatibly with the view that these NPs are 
quantificational (a view which is held, for example ,  by DMG accounts of 
anaphora), Applied to NPs of this type, the maximal participant approach amounts 
to assuming translation rules of the following kind: 
[NP somep! . £N' a)) � J...PAe3x[P(x)(e) A Max(/...z3e ' [p(z)(e ' )  A a '(z) A 
't(e' )Q], x) A Ixl> ! ]  
[NP a(n) [N' a)) � APAe3x[P(x)(e) A Max( Az3e ' [P(z)( e ' )  A a '(z) A 
't(e ' )ktJ , x)] 
some letters � J...PAe3x[P(x)(e) A Max(Az3 e ' [P(z)(e ' )  A letters ' (z) A 
1:(e ' )Q] , x) A Ix l> ! ] 
a letter � 1..PAe3x[P(x)(e) A Max(Az3e '[P(z)(e ' )  A letter'(z) A 't(e ' )Q] , x)] 
The predicates write a letter and write some letters are thus assigned these 
translations: 
w ri te  some l etters � AY A e 3 x [write (e )  A A g ( y , e )  A Pa t( x ,e ) A 
Max(Az3e ' l w ri te(e ' )  A Ag(y ,e ' )  A Pat(z ,e ' )  A letters ' ( z) A 't( e ' )ktj ,  x) A 
Ix l >  I I  
[an event of wri ting some letters is  a writing event whose patient is maximal 
among the plural individuals that are l etters wri tten at the reference time t )  
write a letter � A Y A e 3 x l w r i t e ( e )  A A g ( y , e )  A Pat ( x , e )  A 
Max(We ' [wri te(e ' )  A Ag(y,e ' )  A Pat( z,e ' )  A letter' ( z)  A 1:(e ' )Q) ,  x) l 
[ an event of writ ing a letter i s  a writ i ng event  w hose pati ent i s  maxi mal 
among the individuals i n  the denotation of letter written ut the time t) 
Let ' s  consider the case of write some letters fi rst .  According to this translation,  the 
predicate is an event (if John 's writing ,lome letters is quantized for the fol l owing  
reason ,  Given tha t  l etters ' i s  cumulati ve ,  there i s  exactly one  e lement  which  is  
maxi mal in  the denotation of the predi cate Az3e ' l w ri te( e ' )  A A g ( J oh n ,e ' )  A 
Pat( z,e ' ) A l etters ' ( z )  A 1:(e ' )Q I  and th is  e lement i s  the sum of al l letters written by 
John at t. An event of John ' s  wri t i ng  some l etters must thus have as a pat ient the 
sum of al l l etters w ri tten by John at the reference time t .  As the obj ect role  of write 
has the property of mappi ng to objects,  a proper subevent e '  of an event  in the 
denotation of is an event of John ',I writing ,lOme letters must have as a patient  a 
proper subpart of the sum of a l l  the letters w ri tten at t. But this means that e '  is not 
in the denotation of is an event of John 's writing some letters. 
Now, consider the translation of the predicate write a letter. As the predicate 
l etter'  is not cumulat i v e ,  there may be more than a maximal  e l ement  in the 
denotation of Az3e ' ( w rite( e ' )  A Ag(John,e) A Pat( z,e ) A l etter ' (z )  A 1:(e ' )�t) .  In 
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particular, any singular letter written by John in the interval t counts as maximal . 
So, an event of John's  writing a letter is an event whose patient is a singular letter 
written in the interval of reference t. Since the object role of write has the property 
of mapping to objects, a proper sub event e '  of an event in the denotation of is an 
event of John 's writing a letter must have as a patient a proper subpart of a single 
letter. But a proper subpart of a letter isn ' t  a letter, so e' i s  not an event of writing a 
letter. 
Notice that this way of stating the semantics  of some and an is consistent 
with the way NPs with these determiners enter in anaphoric relations. Consider 
discourses ( 14)-( 15): 
( 14) I have some dimes in my pocket. I 'll put them in the meter. 
( 1 5) I have a dime in my pocket. I 'l l  put it in the meter. 
Discourse ( 14) says that I 'll put in the meter all the dimes I have in my pocket at the 
time of utterance. Discourse ( 15), on the other hand, contrasts with discourse ( 1 6) 
below since ( 15), unlike ( 16), is compatible with my having more than one dime in 
my pocket and with my putting in the meter j ust one of these dimes. 
( 16) I have one dime in my pocket. I 'll put it in the meter 
Given the above translations, the facts in ( 14)-( 1 5) are expected. The patient of the 
eventuality described by the first sentence in ( 14) is the sum of all the dimes I have 
in my pocket, so the pronoun they refers to this sum. On the other hand, although 
our translation for I have a dime in my pocket is consistent with my having more 
than one dime in my pocket, according to this translation the patient of the 
eventual ity of my having a dime in my pocket is  a single dime in my pocket. Thus, 
the second sentence in ( 1 5) does not require that I put all  the dimes I have in the 
meter. Final ly , to get the uniqueness effect in ( 16), the interpretation of one should 
be specified as fol lows: 
[ N P one [ N ' a l l => APAe3x [ P( x) ( e )  A Max(Az3e ' [ P( z )( e ' )  A a'(z) " 
T(e ' &t ] ,x) " 'v'r[ Max(Az3e ' [ P( z )(e ' ) " a '( z)  " T(e ' &t ] , r) -- r=x ] 1  
have  one d i m e  => A Y A e 3 x [ h a v e ' ( e )  " Pat ( e , x )  " A g( e , y )  " 
Max( Az3e ' [ have ' ( e ' )"  Pat( e ' ,z )  " A g(e ' ,y ) " d i m e ' ( z )  " T( e ' )�t l , x )  " 
'v'rI Max(Az3e ' l have ' ( e ' ) "  Pat( e ' ,z ) " Ag( e ' ,y ) " dime ' ( z) " T( e ' )�t [ ,  r) -­
r=x J J  
I an event  of y ' s hav ing  one dime i s  an event whose patient  x meets ( i )-( i i ) :  
( i ) x i s  maximal among the patients of  an  event of  y ' s hav ing a d ime and  ( i j )  
x i s  the unique individual meeting ( i l l  
The  i n terpretat ion of  the  defi n i te art i c l e  the i n  th is  approach w i l l  l ook l i ke thi s  
(where At(x,t) means that x i s  i n  existence a t  t ) :  
I NP the [ N ' a l l=> APAe3x [ P( x)( e )  " Max(Az la '( z ) [ ,x ) " 'v'y I Max( Azla' (z)  
" At( z , t ) ] ,y ) -- x=y ] 1 
find the flea => AYAe3x l find' ( e )  " Pat( x,e) " Ag(y,e) " Max(Azlflea'( z) [ ,x) 
" Vy [ Max(Az[flea'( z ) " At( z,t ) l .y )  -- x=y l l  
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[an event of finding the flea is a finding event whose patient is the maximal 
element in the denotation of flea'] 
find the fleas ::;. A Y A e 3  x [ fi n d ' ( e )  " Pat(x ,e )  " A g( y ,e )  " 
Max(Az[fleas'(z)] ,x) " Vy[Max(Az[fleas'(z) " At(z,t)] ,y) -+ x=y] )  
[an event of  finding the fleas is a finding event whose patient is the maximal 
element in the denotation of fleas'] 
4 . 1 .  Back to Sequences, Twigs and Quantities of Milk 
How does this account fare with respect to the problem posed by predicates l ike 
sequence, twig and quantity of milk? The account correctly predicts that the 
predicate is an event of John 's writing a sequence i s  quantized. 
write a sequence ::;. AYAe 3 x [ w rite( e )  " A g ( y  , e )  " Pat( x ,e )  " 
Max(A.z3e' [write(e ' ) " Ag(y,e ' ) " Pat(z,e ' )  " sequence'(z) ,, 't(e ' )Q], x)] 
[an event of writing a sequence is a writing event whose patient is maximal 
among the individuals that are in the denotation of sequence written at the 
time t] 
It makes this prediction, since according to the translation of write a sequence, an 
event of writing a sequence is  a writing event whose patient is the maxi mal 
sequence written at the reference time t. As the object role of write has the property 
of mapping to objects, a proper subpart of any such event cannot be an event of 
writing a maximal sequence written at t. 
A potential problem for this account is posed by contrast ( 17)-( 1 8) :  
( 1 7) I have a quantity of gold i n  my pocket. I ' ll put it on the table .  
( 1 8) I have one quantity of gold in  my pocket. I ' l l  put i t  on the table. 
Discourses ( 1 7)-( 1 8) seem to contrast exactly i n  the way ( 1 5)-( 1 6) do. Intui t i ve l y .  
the truth of ( 1 7) ,  unl ike the truth o f  ( 1 8) ,  i s  compatible wi th my having t w o  l umps 
of gold in my pocket at the t ime of utterance and with my putt ing on the table j us t  
one of them. What does the maximal participant analysis of the fi rst sentence in  ( \ 7 )  
say i n  th is  case? Thi s analysis  says that the pati ent of the event  thi s sente nn' 
descri bes should be a quant i ty of gold that is maximal among the q uanti t ies of gold 
I have in my pocket at the ti me of utterance. But what i s  a maximal quanti ty of gold 
i n  my pocket at the t ime of utterance? If the sum of the two lumps in  my pocket is a 
q uant i ty of gold ,  the analy si s requ ires that ,  for ( 1 7 )  to be t rue ,  I must put  hot h  
l umps on  the table .  
If we pursue the maxi mal parti ci pant approach for NPs of the form "an N " .  
the w a y  o u t  o f  this di lemma l i e s  in  assuming that t h e  t w o  l umps of gold I have i n  
m y  pocket may each count as a maximal q uantity o f  gold in  m y  pocket. T h i s  means 
that i t  must be possible to restrict the domain of interpretation of NPs l ike a qUllfltifl' 
of xo/d i n  such a way that, whi le  each of the two l umps of gold in my pocket fal l s  
in  the denotation o f  the predicate is a quantity of xo/d the sum of the two l u m ps 
does not .  Notice .  by the way. that whi l e  th is  move i s  needed i n  the max i ma l  
partic ipant approach i n  order to  handle cases l ike  ( 1 7)-( 1 8) ,  appeal to  context ua l  
restri ctions of this  sort is  by i tse lf  insufficient to account for (3 )-(5) :  
(3)  
(4) 
John wrote a sequence for ten minutes 
John found a twig for ten minutes 
TWIGS, SEQUENCES AND THE TEMPORAL CONSTITUTION OF PREDICATES 
(5) ?? John drank a quantity of milk for an hour 
In order to account for these facts, i t ' s  not enough to allow for the possibility that 
the domain of quantification be contextually restricted in such a way as to disregard 
proper subsequences of the sequence John wrote, proper subtwigs of the twig John 
found and proper subquantities of the quantity of milk John drank. We need more: 
we need to exclude the possibility that these subparts ever count for establ ishing 
whether the event predicates in (3 )-(5) are quantized. This suggests that a proper 
account of the facts in (3 )-(5) must be found in the semantics of indefinite NPs, 
rather than in the realm of pragmatics. The maximal participant approach and the 
DRT approach we presented in this paper explore different hypotheses about what 
factors in the semantics of these NPs are responsible for (3)-(5). 
S . Summary and plans for the future 
We presented two accounts of the influence of different NP-types on the aspectual 
class of predicates. The two accounts agree on appealing to maximal participants i n  
analyzing non-cardinal quantifiers l ike most and less than half, bu t differ on 
quantifiers l ike a, some, etc. :  the DRT account attributes their quantizing power to 
their non-quantificational nature, the other account suggests that these NPs a l so 
introduce maximal participants. 
There are some issues whose discussion would have found a place in this 
paper, had not been for space limits. We l ist them here in the form of promi ssory 
notes. In  observing that indefinites may occur in the scope of for-adverbs , we 
mentioned ( I I )  as one such case. By Krifka' s analysis of for-adverbs , this means 
that frequency adverbs can combine with quantized event predicates and yield non ­
quantized event predicates. This result can be achieved by means of the fusion 
operation employed i n  the translation of no. 
( I I )  a .  John pushed a cart every day for a year 
b. John found a flea on his dog every day for a year 
In the spat ia l  domain ,  one finds puzzles s imi lar  to the ones we di scussed here .  
I ntu i t ive ly ,  the predicate i s  a n  event of running past the hridge doesn ' t  seem to he 
quantized (as some events of th is  type may contain proper subparts w h ich are a lso 
events of running past the bridge) .  Y et, sentence ( 1 9) is anomalous: 
( 1 9 ) ?'? John ran past the bridge for an hour 
A gain.  the accounts sketched here suggest some ways of deal ing wi th this problem.  
Final l y ,  thi s paper contains no discussion of alternati ve approaches to the seman t i cs 
of for- adverbs. Dowty ( 1 979 ) and Mol lmann ( 1 99 1 )  anal yze for-adverbs a s  
uni versal quantifiers over subintervals  o f  measured i nterval s .  Moltman n argues t h;l t 
th is  i s  preferabl e to anal yz ing for- adverbs as measuring  events ( as i ll Krifka ' � 
theory ) . We cannot d i scuss her arguments here. But the problems we rai sed for 
Krifka ' s  theory are a lso problems for theories  that treat for-adverbs as q uant ifi ers 
over subintervals and the sol utions we sketched may be pursued ill these theories a s  
we l l . 
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Endnotes 
* We thank Paolo Casalegno, Greg Carl son, Gennaro Chierchia, Graham 
Katz, Manfred Krifka, Mats Rooth, and the audience of SALT VI for comments. 
1 .  In sketching the material part approach, Krifka ( 1 989:87) says this about 
twigs (the same observation is meant to apply to sequences): " . . .  consider a twig X I  
which contains another twig X2 a s  a part. This relation can be captured b y  claiming 
that X2 is  a material subpart of XI and X2 is  not an individual subpart of X I '" 
2 .  A Muskens-style version of the DRT account i s  given in  an expanded 
version of this paper. 
3 .  G. Carlson pointed out to us that there is a contrast between ( 1 2b) and ( i )  
(which we had noticed too): 
( 1 2)b. John found most of the fleas in an hour 
(i )  '!! John found most fleas in an hour 
We don 't  know how to account for this fact. As it doesn 't  seem to affect our 
argument, we'll ignore it. 
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